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(Ti- is`ciip±)
I already know I\jeon't be able to finish, so what Ilam going to

try to do is "tickle the fancy" of researchers, if I can, and hopefully

suggest some things to practitioners that may be useful at the same

time. Primarily because Amy assessment of the state of assessMent,.

I think that almost everything we've done in the area, especially Stan-

dardized assessment, is premature. The application of assessment tech-

nology to some disciplinary areas is yet undeveloped. I can state the

case by saying that existing psychometric technique is fuel-for a

vehicle where the vehicle does not yet exist./ It's attheme in search

f a movie; the theme is there,-but the movie is not. I am talking

about a way of re-vamping our thinking about what we ought to be doing

in assessment in the first place, even before I can get to -the point of

dealing with specific populations like the Mack child. Let me-run

through, very quickly a couple of things at the outset to laY the

groundwork with assumptionsiand then I will'try to zero in on what I

'think,implies for an approach to assessment. 'I could, very easily,

take the results of research I was able to do under the auspices of

the State of California,. Department of Education, and develop an

"instrument" which I do have, and go out and market that instrument,

make a little, bit of money like some people do. But, I think it would
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Adapting Assessment Procedures . . . 2.

be dishonest of me to do that because all that is suggested by the.
0

instrument that was developed is an approach suggesting that much, much

more research needs to be done in this area. When I say alternative to

standardized testing, the words are not lightly chosen. An alternative

to, not an alternative, really a substitte for, if anything, to what has

4
been done under the rubic standardized testing, and. I'll tell yoU why.

I do not see this as an inferior second choice for a population that needs
!

help. I-see it as a way of re-vamping what professional psychology ought

to be about if we truly are trying to find, out what people are about; I

don't have the_time and I am getting tired of running through examples of

racist people who have wokehl in the name of psychology an&standardized
f

testing. I have to mention these again at the beginning. I just want

to be sure that no-one in this room has failed to teed Leofi Kamin's Science-

/

of Politics of.IQ, and I also hope that no- pne in this room fails to read,

before the year is out, Allen Chase's new book, The Leggy of Maltus, the

-Social Cost of New Scientific Racism, Again, that history is important.

It is important if a man like Raymond B. Cattell says he believes that the,

"primitives, including the whole Negro race should be painlessly exterminated".

I think that what he does in testing then becomes important. In other

words, we have the right to question tLe motivations if he takes that

kind of racist Position. I think the ^documentation on that is very

important., It is not important for me, in 1977, to go-back and try to

think through those eyes about %1/4.4q people saw the world at that time.

It is important, if we are still stuck with legacies like that, that we

as 1977 assessmLnt people take this into account when we look at the origin.
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of things called "items" that are standardized because much of our dis-

cussion assumes that the items are O.K., but what we need are new ways

to count, new ways to sequence, new ways to, advance - like rearranging,

.

the chairs on the Titanic. A word came to me the other day, yesterday

in fact, from Marie perry, a word that I like vary much, describing what

some of the testing activitists, were, like. We are dealing with "dino uis".

So, let's- get away from that and let's see if I can focus onlahatthe

(4.,./'

assumptions are that would lead us into the kind of assessment th? V-
. . , . \.

would free people from their ideas and keep their modesty intact.
.

\.
. . ,

The history of cross c4tural assessment needs to, be taken into
.

- \
account. If I were one of .i.lie old time cross cultural assessors, va

feel embarraited If I were to look at thattack record, when we .have had

a chance toolook back on what was said aboutpeople who were strange to

them. In ,tithe words, whenever people 1 k at the cultures-that were

strar,Le or different they nave alwayd made ss
s

mistakes. You 'can go

) 4

baCk to 1910 whe theological schools, *ere debating as towhetber
,

Black people hadsouls,or pot! There were'sA people debating as 'to

F

whether we -could- read or not. Whether we 'were op the scale of human beings

or not. ]n other wordsi you look back on. that and you begin to feel-ridicn

lout. We continue to haVe that 'but-we.cannot wait for some assessors to

grow up imtheir perceptions; so we have to move ahead. I wish I had

-time to share more with you, but a publication that I have done summarizes

this material. I did go into some of the classical faiIures in cross

-Cultural assessment that do suggest ways to stab out
v.

of that rut in ,the

future. Sure of these failures, by the way, have no always been Whites
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misassessing Blacks, there have been Blacksmisassessing Whites. If you

know your history, you would know that for seven.or eight hundred years

the Moors dominated Southern-Europe and, at that time, their assessment
7

of Northirn i.d.ropeans.who came to study at Toledo, Seville and other.Uni-
.

versities.was that they "lacked sharpness of wit, and deliCacy of spirit".

Sothey_miSassessed the White students who were coming to those Universities

long before Columbus "discovered"-America.

One of the problets that I would like also to mention about standard-

ized assessment is it is not -assessment I am concerned about, Mit the idea

that you can standardize.: It's what you can standardize that becomes the,

problem. There 4pre some things you can standardize, but certainly not the

items we have on tests. They cannot be standardized because they have

different meanings devending on how,youuse them. We would know that if

we paid attention to some data that are right in front of our eyes.., But

because of the'problenCthit,I call .conceptual incarceration, psychologists

are committed to the simple system they.,invented and therefore are not able

to get out of.the system and look ae it.ctitically. that are some of the

data that I am talking about thatt104 ,4been overlooked. .Pilk up the book=
r.;2

e .. )
1

Magical Child which has recently come out by Praise and it summarizes some
:

.

of the data Ainsworth and4Geber presented on African babies. One of the

things that they found is that all of this technology we hake produced;

.and western medicine and psynholowkhas helped us produce mentally retarded

American children! Our children,,a;e retarded almost four. years behind

African children who was raised in'the traditional Fay. When you raise

children in a certain way, these children perforill physically, and What is
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*

often forgotten in.racistpsyChoiogy,, they often perform mentally, as much

_ 0

as four to six months in advance of other children in Europe and America.

We have known that for twenty years and have not loOked. a those materials

is trying to figure out whether or not our assessment facts and procedures

are valid. We've.alSo not looked atUNESCO material and material on how fast

people were able to read when certain leaders decided they were going to

educate their pdpulation.
,

Castro gave the-,Cuban people one year to get

complete literacy. That was twenty years ago and they've had twenty-years

of literacy .since that time. one of the highest literacy rates in the

. .
world; taught by children, not by, psychologists; net by credentialled

. ii . .

teachers, but by little children who had no training: If they can do

t

;=4.dt with a popUlationyhich,according to the, IQ-tests, is -supposed_ to
.

:be "deptiyed",."bilingual", and ell'of those kinds, of things then we
.

0

might be looking at the tests instead of the children for answers.'
0

Looking at Geber s work.-and Paulo Freire's-work oteaching adult peaSants

to read in thirty` hours Of, time, loOking at the work-of:Project SEED ,at

the ,University of California-in'Berkeley whiCh will-take any population,

Black, White, Yellow, Green? tbe poot, the rich,, andadithem,tathemati-
..

cal concepts. at the University level, .within a.space of two, weeks time,.

we have to, wonder, "why test?" They-succeed:1-Licause the teaching is good

and the assessment is goOd. Assessment is-on-=gOing, interactive, specific.

We ought to begin7askiiig,questions. LoOking et the work of Richard-Heber

if you-want to look at the old tests, that don't mean anything anyway, we

can prove, and it tia-Sbeen.provenover and' over again, that you can push

people to pass high oc old.I.Q. tests. It isn't worth anything if they
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y. ,

can. So at what are we looking? ,We're looking at both the use of tests

and the abude of 'tests, but we are also looking inherently at what tests
,

supposed to-be doing. The research we did for the State of California

led -ud 'to' formulate the notion that there are-, .basiCally,. two kinds- of

questions that you can ask in

.

assessment. Psychelogy-has asked the ,ifirst

question, "Dci. you know What I know?" 'Ninety-nine percent of the assessment

, ..

procedures in ,psychOlOgy are' based' on that kind of question. Is your infor-

mation pool the .Same a Mine? Is' ,the organizational system that you use

-the:same- as mine? It your language thesame as-Mine? And, if I recognize

in you- things that I recognize in. mi thing, then I am - willing -to -give to you

an adsessment of high -performance. We think there is a, second kind of

question, _and that is "What is it that- you know?"- -BoW' is it that you speak?

How do you organize? This is the type.-of quettion psychology is. unab" e to

ask because it is stuck with the notion- of.-standardization. If-you could

give up standardization, you could be- free to -ask those -k -finds :of ,questions.

While we have, been stuck with standardization-,-other people gave not.

Interestingly enough, when they have not, they haVe been able togenerate

informatien which: is light years, ahead of us. We will have .to -sun to catch

p._ Who are those other _people?' I'meark- Colet,:lGay in the book-one Cultural

'Context, Of Thinking and Learning,. In -Liberia 'the question was not to ask"

the children to organize their world the way the 'children of New York City
$

do, :but hoW, do these- ciiildren organize their world? Of couise,Chey do-

organize -their world and they ,do- have a system of complex thinking.,, of_

.)

categoriet -of labelling,, just as everyone else in the- wori-doed.
<

You

have to-,ask questions, then you ,have a -basis for asking .the next. question',

if someone inthat culture it malfunctioning .according to that norm. But

- _
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if ynti are stuck -with the first -qUestt.on,. "Do you-- know what

.-)

I know?" you can'hever-khow the culture in the first-place. Piaget

asked that kind,-Of question, a - student of Bina. :Binet and hid fol-
.

lOwers'wentdownthe path: Of standardization and as a consequence-we-

don't knoW anything about human deVelopMent from.people who followed-
.

that route. On the other hand-, Piaget.got:mare'interested,hot in the

answers to the questions, but the" attern OfattaCking the.problemland

then- was observinpeoPlaiand as esclagliiltre02121:11111alt
-/- .

of development which may,, in fact, reScue,standardized, assessment from

the problem it has,rightnow. I think some-of the questions about mental

functlaus that are identified-ala Piaget are questions that do form the

*asis for the poSsibility ofStandard#ation Of assessment because,yOu

are Stangirdizing at a level that. -i§ much deeper thin the-ond we Were-

talking about-before. We've, been standardiiings-uperfitiality like;

vocabulary whiCh is kind of stupid if yak' know anything about linguistics

at all, but that's another problem. There are two kihds of questions, one

and'two: One "do you -know-whatl knoW?", "What ES it that you know ? ".

The,"what'iS it that you know"-assumes that you have to-use what every-

human -beinghuman-being tiA0 in the world, and that is their experience as a vehicle.

through which they can express the intelligence that they have. That ought

to -be kind of simple-to sensitive people, but it seems like we have a hard-

time coming-around to that. think that that leads us into the direction

of what thalternative has to be in- assessment not Only for the Blacks

and'otherts,, but for Whites too-because if there is anything that is mis-

assessed in-America is White childreni:who-alao are m sassessed because

V 40

$

"
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people are O'haPpy about the "3.5- pkint difference" that they can't ask

-any more questions about White peopi.e.. Another example of a, person who
.

has been' able to-ask tills type vf question iilevi-Strauss,in his book

the-Savage Mind. I think the question again isrSow is-it,that you, use.

yoUr world? What-you find is that people do about the Same thins all

over the world. Nature hgS2already given the_first-I:Q. Test and that is,

"can youspeakyoUr nativelangliageV l'eopleall over the .world do.that

at about the age-of iWoStandardized.tests
not withstanding,'and language

acqdisition,,a6 far as I understand
infinitely-more complex -than

`any task that you.willever Write into a Stanford=Binet,,Wechsier, or. _ .

Anything else. If -people think. to learn alanguageand we find-Out later. 1

-t-11:1-06151 -
on_that they are notA -then the question. is not of genetic- potential but

0
.

.

...,
, 0` "currieulUtindueed retardation,

o
and_school induCed retardation0, teacher

.o *
.Induced retardation, maybe even-p6ychology induced retardatibn. 0 I thinks

what we-are dealing- with-it-:theproblem of inability to abstract among

psychological assessors-

An example Of the inability X6 alAtract when. we-mistake- form for-

substance. If you-mistake the superficial vocabulary for the deeper more

complex morphology of language, thenyou are unable-to abstract and have

low I.Q., as I .see it. Sowhit...were after is to get down to the "deep

structure" of what leople dowhen they function mentally and: to use that'

coneept, if you mould, from Chomsky and otherpeople who have worked in.

linguistics: The SaMe thing.goesfor,anthropology, and there's a parallel

to what'we would'do,in psychology.: We would -then use -the unique environment

to assess functioning; We would. be aware of -the lactthat the firsttask
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4106We have to have .ae.psycholcigists is to link arms with some people4we really

9.

don' t talk -to. We'd have to link arms with- anthropologists, and linquistsi_-
'particularly, because they have been in the habit of observing some things

.
that would-help. to sharpen the questions_ that -We- ask, for example, the

-.

question of"worId view". World view influences how people organize and

use their world. Aheir belief affects_ theiebehaVior. PsychoIogiSts have

not thought much about-world Views. We also think. of "one, on one" in-one

isolated point in time, but there are some very peculiar kinds of conditions.

We can't go .aione and fix the problem of assessment. 'We .also have to think

then not only of world view, bUtAts,61434act that world view reflects

itself in stylistic- variations among people. One of the problems with

the use of assessment and "cognitive style" right now is that we do

cohrlsively what we 'alwaYs do with anything, we find. 'out ...ssessment.

+1,t.
%AS-soon as we find mitt- it exists- we- s.ay, Hey, that's the way- it ought to

4
be, hoW n4Ch can I control, buy, tackage and_ Sell what I see? What I see

in the use of style is quite-different. We simply recogniZe that ,a style

exists as a consequence- of-world' view,. imbedded in worldi view, imbedded-in
-. the way people use the world. It is only :a Stetting pang fol. a perebh

who is either, -as a psychologiSt or a teacher,_ a problem solver. If you

are a problem

and cognitive

people again.

like to' do. '

solver-then you must use what you know about world-view
ri

style in Order. to solve.prOblemS, not in order-to label

We are still looking for labels beCause that is what we

We like to do prediction in psychology, which is useless.

That's good if you are out at the_racetrack and your job is a handicapper,

but if your job is problem solving your -predictive validity Might as well

1.6

0
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be thrown_out the window. You do hot _need predictive validity unless you

happen to believe that your to tae' a gatekeePei do culture. that

tries to distribute its goods and "services unequally. So; throw pre=
-

dictive validity out -fhe window "because -I don't think worth a damn!
-

Assessment requireS another assumption -if yoU. accept what I,say about -the

secOnA type question, that it calls for You.to look at world view- in order

.to' give meani;b g to the items :that You-will ask. In ether words:that's
.

really what E)=11 Bernal was -talking about. The item.doesn' hive the

same Meanirlg in -Spaniih as- does in English;' the item doesn-'t

the'same meaning in Spanish- a it does in ,English; the item doesn't havep

the same meaning in America that it Apes In Japan; the- item doeSnit have
. -

the sable itleattiLlg in- a family that it has in a school setting. If you are

a standardizer you can' t deal with that, but that's the ,way the -world is.,

We have to get off the world in order to keep- our system going. If you

really want to' behaVe the way the world demands then we have to be able

to ,get a-technologY that -will permit us to do that. So, one of the next .

things that happens, it seems ,to me, is that we have to think about assess-

meta now as interaction. That's_ a _net; notion. It-Shouldn't be, but it Is.'

'Especially to the ,psychologist, assessment as` an interaction shOuId not

be new. For example, we assume _in. our assessment that the psychologist.

is always Candard. He or :she 'is unchangeable; we are a standard treatment,

We give our tests, Stanford-Binet!, Weschler, or group test which all&
,

people to display to us what, they can do in their, varying 'fashions. If
e0

we didn't believAhat -we wereetstandard1s4e would keep them -some information

about the person who is: doing the assessineni. For example, We- might even

iceep' the IQ of the psychologist and report it simultaneously with that of
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d
/ the Pei-seri-who is tested. We .might 'keep ;the socio- economic :status

4 '

i
1. 6 .

0
.

:, of the psychologist and repOrt that -simultaneously with: the- socio- economic,: - s- 0statps,.of the person 'being, Assessed., Asa matter Of fact- there ii,jus01-=
. ification for thia exte rimentallY. Bernal- -has ali4dy suggested thit a. . - /"'°, ,.° . . . .

,_. ,c,1 .. c.chiles,performanee can vary' sometimes as a dotteeqUence' of' seven or" eight. _... ..--e 4
- ...-.1. 4' ,thin gg . - One of them which was "aimilarity, in ethhiditY, between the examiner

_-. . .
,f.. ' 4. ,

4 .4 .,4
1r On

4d examinee", - WOuldet that be important, if we -really understood assess-r.. - . , . . . t ..

v c"

, ,- .
.,menta an interaction! to Iseep that kind of information together,-

: ) S. .
I don't, know where °that, leads ,and: I, am not -trying'to,suggeSt *thatJi

0. 4

-people cant learn to deal 'CrossLculturally) is a_ matter of fact just; . -. I,

the- 6pp,mite. 'Some of the best cross...Cultural people know axe people
4

who used to be strangers to; .the 'culture ,.,that they liave.nopbecome Very.
good a obServing. For example, . Janheinz Jahn. Inglis, boOk"Muntu,

I.think'1 displays as good 'an Understanding of the .whole African theme
.4-

.and the African as any one else.- As a -matter 'of feat, cross-

Cult -lral assessment aliiays.'-;tiglitens: the Academic rigor of assessment..0
- . - ,,

__-

We don' t have much rigor; weihave Stags al rigor,' but 'not _acadeinio

r tgor li standardized' assessment.
;'

_..,

I think that the thing. we -have-- to do if we are- to fix the- problem-, , .

4

cn
a-

id\.O -deal with the issue of 'flje =utility of .assessment. For 'example-, most
t /

iof 'the discussion, Iven some-pf .the discussion that we have ;lied here today.
,- -.

_ . ..,
iS about4ixing a _procedure to be fait -as° e procedure out .does i it"Ls4gest.

..
-,

a valid connection between-the procedure _and-..the' pedaztogx. In other °words,
. .

if individu'al .mental testing is to to "diagnostic" tor _a school' situation .
. ,

- ,..
then there ought to be some "kind'of treatment oX,practice that is dictated

1:2

I

_ $ - ii==.
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out of the,assesstent. There is -not... Fer,example, there is no standard

practice in gifted-prograiSorin programs fora the retarded. They are

indistinguishable. What teachers do in one-program. is indistingUiShable

from what they do. in another and. ef we go along with the-myth that we

are diagnosing to place kidS in a piece where they can"get the treatment

they need'. The treatment they need'Unly means that is retarded

then he can sit'in.aciass with other people who- we think are retarded:'

That doesn't suggeStanythingebbut pedagogy. 'I defy anyone tu-s.ow:me-aunit(0-

, -

lkiIfrokparticiPaneebservatien. SO, we-have to -deal\with that! . We.

. ,

have to -give up- -the notion 'of "norm" bedause them comes-otion of norm coed-
,'

, , '' A

) .. from an egocentric world view, It comes- from a-world view that the only

-standard-Of behavior isu,European,,or.4scithe other standard-of blpvior.'
4

Then you begin to'eon&se "standardization" with "star.darde, That's
- -

.

the reason we are'having-so much, trouble right now-mith-standardiied,

tests. If &child- scores high on a Standardized'tet; the AT or some-
.

thing else, then the school, who takes the highest scoriilg'child obviously

is the ''high .standard school, "If thachool takes low:Scores on the SAT,
.

thmust'be a scii6o1 of- low standards,- $tandardization and standardS

are not the same thing, but we in our minds are so conceptual=ly , incarcerated

We can' tuetividl&mrke. White behavio is not universal behavior, nor -is

any other behavior. Predictionisn't worth anything.
).

What doeS the correction require? I think,-very briefly, it requires

these kinds-of things. First, I- think that if we are intending to assess,

we hate-to have some mental function that we are describing. let me give
1

you an illustration; and I don't have time except for this one. If, as

Piagetatkggests-, there is soMething called "Object permanenee-that may

13
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-be-the listandardizee thing that you are looking for. 'Here is -a- person

, at a, point in 'hi's development where -he-' is able to do object permanence.,

(:16 that exercise which s s object permanence.. 0,K.1 if that is the

standard functiOn that ,doesnit mean that a standard qUestion will tell

you-whether'they can .do. that not. F6r example, ,you dont t care whether

.--

they demonstrate that *by playing .peek-a7boo, or Whether they demonstrate
:,

. . .
thatrby having someone show to you they understand 'when sOme6ne steps. . ..

outside -`the door and turns around the. corner, that they are -still there"0. . -.., . .
. p°

Or whether you hold' up yoUr hand and put*a .quarter behind it and have the

per, -oh let you know that that is still there. ThOse ire 'three -different
. , .

items ,.; none of .which are .staridar&L but the -function of -object permanence.
...,- , .

'--s,,

is standard:- NOC7 the inability to deal with standardizing mental functionsr-
is the -thing that has .ui partly' into this problepi.' The next thing is, tkaf-;
don't knob what difference-it makes anyway unless you' have a, curriculum that

i- ..
,

:

. .
.

-demands- your _uie Of the knowledge 'of .obj ect permanence. You see,_ -that is

.why people are going -backward on- assessment right now,, which means that

a::: 'soon- is ;you, discover that object permanence is One °tithe mental tasks

that can be Observed in. Our .children, then we believe that now the c Arricu-

lbm- goal is that we are supposed: to produce _Object permanence- 'earlier

than it normally occurs. Produce ,matura..tion? Good Gods

-That 3s the origin Of curriculum! It is -our aisCoV,I,V of certain
-/. .

things that came about in- assessment, Which is- backwards. In other words,

what ought to happen is that we ought to know that, if. you have-tasks

,that require 'object permanence at an age where it does- not occur, then

you change your Curriculuth to harmonize w41; what that person is doing.

*a.
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That's where the .assessment, ought 'to be coming in.

14.

I can' t really get into the- Black child because so-many things :would

have to precede' my statement about 'that, but I can suggest 'a couple'Of

things t0 4COntc1(1%. You have 'to be dealing with a iholistic ;data base. That

is .to Say,, not the -stuff that we are .generally limited to,' what welVe-been
r

asking questions about .as psychologists, In other Words, what is yout T.Q.

. score?. What is your hoMe and family background?: 'Most, of 'us do not, have

the backgrohnd: ask those -questions bedause we think, all hdme and
4

.

family background's =are the same as ,those with which we grew up.. Sc? when:

-we -see a new home and family background, mie don' t know the historical

Material oh the commhnityIde don' t know the social material 9n the

'community, we, don't know the political material on the community, and,
ti

we don't el.ren have a pedagogical way of ,using that 'material even If ;We

knew. So, 'asking those questions is almost' uSeless fot practice. -I'
'4,

believe that we also have to give up the notien ,df poverty environments-
.

-,

as' being cognitively deprived environments. That's, another thing me are

mentally -stuck with. No ongas yet proven to me .that all'the mental

'10nctions that go on at the University of California don't go on in any

poverty environment. that happens is that it doesn't go, oh-with:the

-material that is Athed in the University. There's that inability to ab-

stract again. The abstraction would be that the mental function is there,

no matter what the material is that it is being:used on. The inability

to abstract is saY, "I can only reeogni-z-67 it if they answer questions

file ves-10.91tdetit was otrfoiat witl'ch is tiili;&e.fo Rte.
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1What did we do? 0.14what we tried to do was to identify Ailled

clinicians who workfull time with Mack children. Based upon the work of

these skilled-clinicians,. we interrogatedthemabout the i s of themes

-that they pickddlup in working with.Blackcbildren. We also, paid attention

,to the whole- Africanity-ef Black children,_ which is the whole historical

tradition -and, culture from'T;hich Black children,cOme. Recognizing that ,
, .

all Black children are as close to the African tradition as they used to

. be, and also recognizing that somethingelse.happene once you have been
.. .. .

.
,

.

--;.- , ,.

'in_America4br 400 years. But what we did find was that them are, as, 4 1 - -P.
. .

.Wade NobleS has found, significant African retentions that help toexPlain
) .

-why African children continue to do some of the things that they do, as

-well as th'e adaptations that have been made at this point.' Without th'at

perspective it's impossible even to kncV.) which- questions te ask about

Hvbat_is it that you.knOw"=, After- we Clid- that, we stole David Shapire'S
-

thing en: Neurotic Styles. We found that* fit very closely-with what-a'
\ .

number of people who were skilled observers had been Seeing when,they

looked at all_populat,vions. He talks about Ihysteri61":stYles and-he
-.

'. ,

talks about "obsesSiVe-compulsive" styles. We found that Rosalie Cohen ./
. .

..-

talks-about an "analytic style" and, a "relational ,style ", which basically

ts.i

'parallels Shapiro. -We-found that.Ornsteiain his -work on the "Left Brain

-

dnd,Right Brain" was talking basically about the same thing. We found,

. ,

that Castanede and-Ramirez in-their book Cultural DeMedracY, Bicognitive

Developmentand-Education was basically talking about Lhesamething: We

found that 'Luther X in describing the -Black child 1.;Fas Also deScribing one

of those styles. We found thatilarren Tenhouten, anthropologist, was
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also talking about the. same thing in Science-and,ite Mirror Image_.

In other words, we find that when ,people are looking at 'behavior'` all
4;

the'time in-clinical settings and-when theytdescribeiThathey see,

ever though the Ianguage'that -.they use is different, they generally tend

to describe modalities that are generit acrosstumLin-groupt. Some of --:

thote modalities tend to occur mOre7with some groups than -with. others
. -), .

. _ . {A

so that if_I were to describe tuyou what some of those, styles were, for
1,":

either one- of thae,polar,oppoSitei,. yOu would recognize Anthem_a.descrip-

tion of general characerists of certain cuitureLpopulations. Now don't

do like most psyphologists who are mostly "obseisive CoMpulsives A6.

Thetis, as soon as you hear _a label you say, "well,- theswhat that

child is ".is". It is important for compulsives to-label to deal with things

as if they are unchangeable, In fact,- most people have both modalities

built into them, choose =to emphasize owor the- eothert and can expand their

thinking and style to include either c&b!or4the other. These are the kindsliNce

of pieces of information that assessors inpsy6hology ought to be using..

They uughttohe finding out how to harmonize the style of the. indiVidual

child, with the individual teacher. They ought to be able to analyze the
. .

school environment, because school environment's also display 'a =dal

-style; most of them obsessive ,compulsive. They ought to te able, through

these analyses, to ,provide feedback tolieOpfe ghe function in theteenvi-
,

ronMents in ways thdt, will enable ttem to use that environment much more

effectively. I do not have the time to describe the style. I do not

'have time to describe the instrument. I would not even, as I said, try

to sell my instruments to7Youaltliough I think it is better than 99% of
7
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the -ones that ,are on the, market. But I do :hope I have suggested something

in the wayof ari approach to assessment which Will take into account, not

only tile reality of What Afro - American =or Black-child is like, but what any

child is like, if we- were 'honest, and, really creative obServers;

11
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